










































































（Grobalization: Globalization とのスペリングの違いに注意。Ritzer 2003: 194）や，「ローガ




















































しかし，全米，さらには世界に展開し業界 No. 1 にのし上がったのはマクドナルドであっ
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Towards a Meme based theory of cyclical evolution
Ryuhei Hosoya
University of Fukui
Building on existing theories, this paper proposes an alternative conceptual
framework for glocalization. Not unlike globalization, its “big brother” concept,
glocalization has seen, since its first appearance in academic literature twenty-some years
ago, a proliferation of usage across multiple disciplines, contexts and meaning.
Theoretical work on glocalization have been sparse and tended to focus on specific issue
areas, while some scholars have provided a structured and holistic understanding of the
concept; among others, Roland Robertson, Victor Roudometof, and Tomiyuki Uesugi.
They all guide this paper in its attempt to construct a synthesized framework which
presents glocalization as globalization perceived in a reductionist light.
It assumes that a perpetual cyclicality and evolutionarity are intrinsic to the global-
local structure. To explore this mechanism, the paper draws inspiration from Richard
Dawkins’ Selfish Gene theory and the notion of the Meme. Use is also made of Coleman’s
Scheme of micro-macro links as an additional tool to help explain the dynamics of global-
local interaction.
On the issue of the relationship between homogenizing and heterogenizing trends,
the analogy from genetic theory helps portray a unitary structure in which the two trends
co-constitute. In terms of the powers which drive glocalization, a two-fold structure
comprising memetic power and mediatory power is proposed. The theory is also
examined against the notion of locality as socially constructed space, along with the
conventional geographically defined real space.
Actual cases are cited as appropriate to illustrate the hypotheses. Among others,
particular reference is made to the historical evolution of the hamburger.
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